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一、文意字彙：（20題，每題 3分，共 60分） 

( A ) 1. Sherry, born into a bilingual family, is _______ in both French and Spanish. 

(A) fluent       (B) prompt         (C) stable       (D) tricky  

( C ) 2. After the ruler passed away, the kingdom began to _______ and then was taken over by a neighboring country.  

(A) withdraw   (B) persuade    (C) collapse    (D) indulge  

( D ) 3. Exercising at least three times a week is strongly _______ by doctors.  

  (A) rehearsed   (B) reproduced   (C) rescheduled   (D) recommended 

( B ) 4. I lost my _______ and fell asleep in class because I didn’t have enough sleep last night.  

(A) environment   (B) concentration  (C) disturbance   (D) philosophy 

( D ) 5. The local people _______ supported the construction of a college in the town; everyone agreed with it.  

  (A) reluctantly   (B) consequently  (C) fashionably   (D) unanimously  

( D ) 6. The competition is very fierce, so it’s difficult for us to _______ which team will succeed. 

  (A) deny    (B) lift          (C) flow        (D) tell 

( B ) 7. My grandmother is _______ recovering from her leg surgery after being hospitalized for several weeks.  

  (A) artificially   (B) gradually   (C) mentally    (D) originally 

( C ) 8. Health problems can be _______ reduced by careful diet. Indeed, eating right makes us much healthier. 

(A) ambiguously   (B) indifferently   (C) significantly   (D) unnecessarily  

( A ) 9. With global warming and the depletion of oil, the search for _______ energy sources has been urgent than ever.  

(A) alternative   (B) cooperative   (C) sensitive       (D) imaginative 

( A ) 10. Henry is very _______ to his parents for their unconditional love and support over the years.  

(A) grateful    (B) specific       (C) inferior       (D) furious  

( A ) 11. The math problem is so _______ that I can’t figure out the answer by myself. 

(A) complicated   (B) disgusting   (C) protective   (D) unfortunate 

( A ) 12. When Jessica saw her students making great progress, she couldn’t help but praise them with _______. 

(A) delight    (B) threat    (C) survey          (D) hunger 

( D ) 13. It was brave of the actress to come out of the closet and _______ the secret she had been hiding for years. 

  (A) consume   (B) display     (C) perform        (D) reveal   

( B ) 14. Don’t _______ the paper. You can still use the blank space of the opposite side. 

(A) bounce            (B) discard    (C) intend         (D) spring 

( C ) 15. Visitors can _______ the Pacific Ocean from the presidential suite in this hotel. 

(A) overcome     (B) overhear    (C) overlook    (D) oversleep 

( D ) 16. The deserted town is filled with deathly _______ at night.  

(A) devotion       (B) intensity       (C) pleasure       (D) silence 

( C ) 17. A crowd of crazy fans _______ the main hall of the airport to welcome their favorite idol.  

(A) differed    (B) inspired    (C) occupied         (D) pressed 

( B ) 18. To Mark’s _______, his application for the prestigious university was rejected.  

(A) interaction    (B) depression    (C) conclusion    (D) reservation  

( B ) 19. In ancient China, men were _______ allowed to marry as many wives as they desired.  

(A) arguably       (B) legally         (C) jealously        (D) hardly 

( C ) 20. With the rapid economic growth, this small town is getting more and more _______. 

(A) enthusiastic   (B) instrumental   (C) prosperous        (D) meaningless  
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二、綜合測驗：（20題，每題 2分，共 40分） 

( D ) 1. The little boy got lost. Not _______ what to do next, she burst out crying. 

(A) knew      (B) to know            (C) known        (D) knowing 

( A ) 2. People don’t know the value of freedom _______ they have lost it. 

(A) until       (B) still           (C) while     (D) since 

( C ) 3. The location is extremely _______ when it comes to buying a house.  

(A) importance   (B) importantly    (C) important    (D) the most important 

( A ) 4. Ms. Chen is generous to _______ needs to borrow money from her. 

(A) whoever    (B) whatever       (C) wherever          (D) whichever 

( B ) 5. David is wondering _______ his girlfriend is so angry with him.  

(A) how     (B) why      (C) what     (D) where 

( C ) 6. It will _______ a lot of time _______ a new language. 

(A) cost; to learn      (B) cost; learning   (C) take; to learn         (D) take; learning 

( B ) 7. Rachel, _______ to be the best singer in the competition, is from Canada. 

(A) consider    (B) considered    (C) considering    (D) having considered 

( D ) 8. Jimmy kept his parents _______ for three hours at the restaurant. 

(A) wait         (B) waited     (C) to wait        (D) waiting 

( A ) 9. Please speak louder _______ everyone in the classroom can hear you. 

(A) so that          (B) such that         (C) in order to        (D) so as to 

( D ) 10. If you hadn’t offended our client, things _______ a lot easier. 

(A) will be       (B) would be       (C) will have been     (D) would have been 

( A ) 11. Before Jack turned 30, he _______ a wealthy billionaire. 

(A) had become      (B) have become    (C) will become    (D) would become 

( A ) 12. Maggie _______ I have always liked a lot, accepted my movie invitation.  

(A) , whom    (B) , which        (C) , who     (D) that 

( C ) 13. In my opinion, money is _______ health.  

(A) the most important (B) the least important   (C) less important than  (D) as not important as 

( C ) 14. We had difficulty _______ into the department store when it was having a sale. 

(A) get             (B) got            (C) getting        (D) was got 

( D ) 15. People living in Taiwan enjoy more freedom than _______ living in North Korea. 

(A) they     (B) them             (C) their         (D) those 

( B ) 16. The clock _______ before I woke up, so I didn’t hear the alarm and got up late. 

(A) has stopped        (B) had stopped       (C) is stopping        (D) was stopping  

( B ) 17. The fire was _______ fierce _______ all the house nearby were burned to the ground. 

(A) as; as      (B) so; that      (C) such; that      (D) too; to 

( B ) 18. Didn’t you notice that one of the socks you are wearing is white, and _______ is black? 

(A) other      (B) the other     (C) others     (D) the others  

( D ) 19. Eric got drunk at the party and had a car accident while going home. He _______ a taxi. 

(A) has to take   (B) will take          (C) had been taken      (D) should have taken 

( C ) 20. It never _______ to me that I could win the national championship in the English speech contest. 

(A) hit        (B) turned            (C) occurred     (D) preferred 

 


